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ABSTRACT4

A significant research effort in aviation is currently focused on the integration of electric or hybrid-electric5

power-trains on board aircraft in an effort to improve efficiency and environmental friendliness. New designs6

incorporating these novel propulsion systems face the issue of penalizing battery characteristics, especially in7

terms of limited energy and power density performance, in turn imposing a toll on the inert weight of the8

machine. A possible solution to this issue is that of structural batteries. These are similar in structure to9

carbon fiber composites, where the matrix features dielectric characteristics, making the structure capable10

of storing electric energy while retaining the capability to withstand mechanical loads. The adoption of11

this technology, currently under advanced development, shall enable significant weight savings, yet it raises12

relevant issues concerning aircraft sizing procedures, that need to be conceived taking into account the specific13

characteristics of such multi-functional materials. This paper faces the new problem of aircraft initial design14

in presence of structural batteries. First, it presents a method for aircraft preliminary weight sizing, where15

the double effect of structural batteries on both structural mass and energy storage mass is considered.16

Subsequently, a procedure to size an airframe structure with the adoption of structural batteries in key17

components is shown, based on a weight-optimal approach. The complete sizing procedure is illustrated18

through an award-winning test case in the General Aviation category.19

Keywords: structural batteries, multi-functional material, electric aircraft, hybrid-electric propulsion, aircraft20

design, preliminary sizing21

INTRODUCTION22

All-electric and hybrid-electric propulsion for aircraft represent promising alternatives to conventional23

internal combustion engines (ICE), especially for light General Aviation (GA) aircraft. This is thanks to24

the lower noise and polluting emissions granted by the electric component of the power-train, which allows25

1Dept. of Aerospace Science and Technology, Politecnico di Milano, via La Masa 34 - 20156 Milano, Italy. E-mail:
carlo.riboldi@polimi.it
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to mitigate acceptance issues by communities in the vicinity of local airports and to increase comfort on26

board (Cohen and Coughlin 2008; Morrell and Lu 2000).27

As of today, some all-electric aircraft have been designed and flown (see (Riboldi and Gualdoni 2016) for28

a list of models). Most of them are basically electrified versions of existing gliders, like the Lange Aviation29

Antares 20E and 23E (Lange Aviation GmbH ), or the Pipistrel Taurus Electro G2 (Pipistrel Vertical Solutions30

d.o.o. ). Others are very light machines, inspired from a corresponding conventionally-powered aircraft in31

the Light Sport Aircraft (LSA) category. Among them can be found the Yuneec International E430 (Yuneec32

Americas (USA) ) or the Pipistrel Alpha Electro (Pipistrel Vertical Solutions d.o.o. ). The very low weight33

and high lift-to-drag characteristics of these models is strongly related to the significant weight toll inherent34

to all-electric aircraft. In the field of hybrid-electric propulsion, even less specimens exist, and currently there35

is not a single hybrid-electric aircraft available on the market. However, today research is particularly active36

in that field (Bona et al. 2014; Friedrich and Robertson 2015), with many design proposals of which only a37

few have been actually manufactured and tested. The most recent are the Diamond DA-36 E-Star (Diamond38

Aircraft Industries GmbH ) in Europe and the Ampaire 337 (Ampaire Inc. ) in the USA.39

Most recently, the EU has been fueling interest in hybrid-electric propulsion through project MAHEPA,40

which among its expected outcomes includes the production and testing of a serial hybrid-electric GA aircraft,41

the study of dedicated, scalable aircraft design techniques capable of handling larger weight categories, and42

an analytic forecast of the presumed impact of hybrid-electric propulsion on the air transport market in the43

near future (Trainelli and Perkon 2019). This effort resulted in the development of general preliminary sizing44

methodologies for all-electric and hybrid-electric airplanes (Rossi et al. 2018; Trainelli et al. 2019b), including45

the case of hydrogen fuel-cell driven aircraft (Trainelli et al. 2019a).46

Currently, one of the major obstacles to the quick growth of these propulsion technologies is the limited47

performance of batteries. In particular, their low weight-specific power and energy storage capabilities impose48

a relevant toll on the overall weight of the aircraft, in spite of a moderate contribution to the energy amount49

stored for propulsion (Cao et al. 2012; Hagen et al. 2013; Hagen et al. 2015). By comparison, normal hydro-50

carbon (HC) fuel provides energy density figures which are typically higher than for batteries by a ratio 12:1,51

for most high-performing research batteries, to more than 60:1, for standard Lithium-ion batteries (Ozawa52

2009). Furthermore, batteries usually result in bulky components, possibly difficult to allocate on board.53

An interesting technology, with the potential to boost electric energy storage capabilities of aircraft, is54

constituted by structural batteries (SB) (Asp and Greenhalgh 2014; Gienger et al. 2015; Adam et al. 2018).55

These are multi-functional structural components, manufactured similarly to composite materials already56
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used on many aircraft, and capable of replacing stress-supporting parts typically made from metal alloys57

or carbon-fibers. Besides good load-bearing characteristics, structural batteries can store electrical energy.58

Components made of SB can be molded to assume curvatures compatible with the requirements of aircraft59

lofting, especially on the fuselage and wing panels, just as with typical composite materials. The adoption60

of this material for designing an all-electric or hybrid-electric aircraft allows savings on both the weight61

of conventional batteries and on structural weight, thus providing a double advantage with respect to the62

adoption of conventional singly-functional materials.63

The present paper deals with the brand-new problem of initial design of an aircraft using SB in key64

components. This involves both preliminary sizing in a conceptual design phase and airframe structural65

sizing in support to preliminary design activities. At first, a procedure for including structural batteries in66

the loop of preliminary sizing of a serial hybrid-electric light GA aircraft is described, showing a way to face67

the peculiar effect of the presence of SB on the computation of design component weights, the values of which68

are all inherently coupled given the effect of SB on airframe structural weight and energy-related weight. The69

desired performance of the aircraft is rigorously taken into account, and the results of the presented procedure70

are the weights of both conventional and structural batteries, and all the other components of the design71

take-off weight. Subsequently, the paper outlines a procedure for the sizing of the most stressed sections on72

the structural components of a typical GA aircraft, based on a weight-optimal approach. Together, these two73

methodologies provide a comprehensive procedure to carry out the structural design of a GA aircraft with74

SB. The procedure is then demonstrated through the example of the award-winning project of a GA aircraft75

named Hybris, showing also excerpts of the sizing of the overall structural layout (Bernasconi et al. 2017).76

STRUCTURAL BATTERY TECHNOLOGY77

The technology of SB is based on the exploitation of the structural characteristics of laminated electrodes,78

stacked in a sandwich with an electrolyte layer between them, as sketched in Figure 1.79

FIG. 1. Structural battery technology concept.

The first published works on the matter investigated the use of laminated electrodes with a share of80
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Year Energy Density
2010 116 Wh/kg
2014 175 Wh/kg
2015 200 Wh/kg

TABLE 1. Time evolution of energy density for structural batteries.

carbon fibers, and liquid or gel electrolytes. These batteries resulted incapable of simultaneously sustaining81

significant structural loads and providing for a relevant electric energy storage capability (Wong et al. 2007;82

Liu et al. 2009).83

A more promising technological approach features carbon fibers electrodes joined through a mainly porous84

matrix, chemically and micro-structurally designed to sustain loads. The porous matrix is filled in the85

manufacturing process with a resin material with good electrolyte properties (Snyder et al. 2007; Wetzel86

2010). This technique is the result of an extensive experimental analysis, where different materials have87

been tried to create a binding layer between the carbon fiber electrodes, yielding acceptable multi-functional88

properties (Gienger et al. 2015).89

Table 1 reports results from the existing literature, highlighting the positive trend in terms of energy90

density, i.e. stored energy per unit mass, for multi-functional battery technology (Asp and Greenhalgh 2014;91

Ekstedt et al. 2010; Asp 2013). In the present work, these figures have been extrapolated to the present92

day, and a 0.5 safety margin has been adopted for further computations, in consideration of the experimental93

nature of the database, as shown in a later section. This approach yields the energy and power features of94

structural batteries presented in Table 2.95

Table 2 and 3 present achievable properties for SB at the current level of technology. In Table 2, eb96

represents energy density, pb-peak and pb peak and continuous power density, i.e. power output per unit97

mass, respectively. From Table 3, where SB characteristics are contrasted to those of Carbon Fiber Reinforced98

Polymer (CFRP) composites, it is seen that many mechanical properties are comparable, with the exceptions99

of compression and shear strenghts, two important items that shall lead to specific choices in the structural100

architecture in the following. Also, in terms of mass density, SB are in a range comparable with Lithium-ion101

batteries (typically 1.5 to 2.8 g/cm3 (Pearson et al. 2004)), but their multi-functional features make them102

advantageous also in this respect.103

These values are in line with the results of the experiments on structural batteries with a binder made of104

a monolith filler enriched with an electrolyte resin (Snyder et al. 2016). These properties have been assumed105

also in the production of the results presented in this paper. They reflect a conservative approach, where the106
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Battery type Conventional Structural
eb [Wh/kg] 265 125

pb-peak [W/kg] 2 600 1 200
pb [W/kg] 900 400

TABLE 2. Design battery energy and power densities.

Quantity CFRP SB
Mass density [kg/m3] 1 600 1 800
Tensile modulus [GPa] 70 70
Shear modulus [GPa] 5.2 5.0

Ultimate tensile strength 0◦ [MPa] 600 560
Ultimate compression strength 0◦ [MPa] 570 280

Ultimate tensile strength 90◦ [MPa] 600 560
Ultimate compression strength 90◦ [MPa] 570 280
Ultimate in-plane shear strength [MPa] 90 52

Ply thickness [mm] 0.20 0.275

TABLE 3. Structural features of the considered composite materials.

material is basically performing worse than both a conventional battery and a typical structural composite.107

This was deemed necessary due to the immaturity of this technology and the proposed application to the108

new field of aviation.109

Nevertheless, it will be shown in the results that, even with these penalizing assumptions, the use of SB110

appears very promising for aeronautical applications. It is likely that, due to the ongoing research in the field111

of SB (Adam et al. 2018; Johannisson et al. 2018; Carlstedt et al. 2019), the precautionary results presented112

herein will be significantly improved in the near future.113

AIRCRAFT PRELIMINARY SIZING114

While the general feasibility of an aircraft design has been already investigated (Scholz et al. 2018), the115

in-depth structure of a possible design procedure has not been consolidated yet. The adoption of SB poses116

relevant issues to aircraft designers, for the integration of this material in a novel aircraft calls for sizing117

procedures specifically accounting for their multi-functional properties. In particular, SB are both part of118

the structural weight and of the empty energy storage weight, resulting in a failure of the classical definition119

of gross weight break-down (Raymer 2012).120

Therefore, the preliminary sizing of an airplane using SB needs a tailored procedure, detailed hereafter121

and based on the following gross weight break-down:122

Wto = Wcs +Wns +Wsb +Wcb +Wf +Wpl, (1)123
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where Wcs stands for the structural weight from conventional materials, Wns for the non structural part of124

the empty weight (including the propulsion system), Wsb for the structural weight from SB, Wcb for the125

weight of conventional batteries, Wf for the fuel weight, and Wpl for the payload weight, respectively.126

At present, we shall focus on a serial hybrid-electric propulsive architecture, i.e. the case in which the127

thermal (ICE) component in the power-train acts only as an electric power generation system, without con-128

tributing to the mechanical power delivered to the propeller, which is provided by the EM. This architecture129

is sketched in Figure 2.

FIG. 2. Serial hybrid-electric architecture with conventional and structural batteries.

130

The loop for the preliminary sizing of a serial-hybrid aircraft with SB is shown in Figure 3. The procedure131

is based on some assumptions, and on the specification of the performance requirements. The blocks of the132

flowchart will be presented in detail in the following subsections.133

Initialization134

In the design of a new aircraft, the preliminary sizing loop is usually launched following an analysis of135

the target market, which helps in the negotiation of some desired specifications and in the definition of the136

characteristics of the aircraft configuration – e.g. number of engines, wing positioning, undercarriage type,137

tail configuration – as well as a certification basis.138

With respect to the procedure presented herein, such a phase would help providing an estimate of some139

basic qualities of the aircraft, bound to its configuration. Firstly, estimates of the polar curves of the aircraft140

need to be provided. A usual model where CD = CD0
+ 1

πλeC
2
L can be adopted, where CD stands for the141

aircraft drag coefficient and CL for the lift coefficient. The characteristic coefficients to be assigned are the142

aspect ratio λ, Oswald coefficient e and parasite drag coefficient CD0
. These should be guessed somehow,143

for instance through the methods proposed by Roskam (Roskam 2003) for different aircraft configurations.144

Such methods allow to take into account also changes in the aerodynamic characteristics due to configuration145

changes from clean to take-off or landing, without the need to accurately size the high-lift surfaces, and146
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FIG. 3. Preliminary aircraft weight sizing flowchart.

considering the landing gear being either retractable or fixed. An estimate of the maximum lift coefficient147

CL,max should be provided too. The adoption of SB in the design does not affect the aerodynamic shape148

of the aircraft, for this material can be molded similarly to single-functional composites in curved shapes.149

Therefore, rather standard techniques for preliminary aerodynamic analysis can be safely used.150

A second major element needed to initialize the sizing procedure is the sizing matrix plot (SMP), also151

indicated as matching plot, corresponding to assigned performance requirements (Raymer 2012). The SMP152

allows merging the requirements generated by the desired performance of the aircraft and those emerging153

from certification rules. In order to set up this analysis, it is necessary to figure out the characteristics of the154
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flight profile of the sizing mission(s), which in turn is part of the characterization of the design scenario of155

interest.156

For a propeller-driven aircraft, each requirement is translated into a curve on a power loading Wto/Pb vs.157

wing loading Wto/Sref plane, where Wto stands for design take-off weight, Pb for installed (brake) power, and158

Sref for the aircraft reference surface, which is typically the area of the wing planform. Usually, requirements159

from desired performance or certification specifications include limitations on the stall speed, maximum take-160

off distance and landing distance, minimum climb rate, and a cruise and loiter speed performance. These are161

basic requirements typically appearing in the design of LSA and GA. Clearly, other requirements may appear162

considering different design cases, specific to the mission the aircraft is intended to fly. Their corresponding163

curves should be considered on the SMP as well. The analysis of the SMP allows to draw the space of164

solutions in the considered domain. The curves on the SMP will be quantitatively bound to the assumed165

aerodynamic polar curves of the aircraft. By selecting a point in that space, the design values for the ratios166

Wto/Pb vs. Wto/Sref will be set automatically in such a way to comply with all considered requirements.167

The choice of the design point in the space of solutions on the SMP may vary according to the adopted168

design strategy. A typical guideline consists in reducing the necessary power as much as possible, hence169

choosing the maximum attainable Wto/Pb, while also reducing the size of the aircraft through a lower Sref,170

by selecting the maximum Wto/Sref. On the other hand, the wing may be an area where SB can be profitably171

placed, making it particularly attractive to increase the storage of electric energy on board. For this reason172

the choice of the design point on the SMP may be the result of a trade-off, considering in particular the173

presence of the new battery technology. The analysis of the SMP is highlighted in a dedicated block of174

Figure 3.175

Being structured as an iterative process, the design loop starts from an initial guess of the take-off weight176

Wto and of the reference wing area Sref, as specified in Figure 3.177

Mission power and energy requirements178

In order to compute the energy necessary to a given flight profile, the basic characteristics of the mission179

need to be known. The typical flight profile for a LSA or GA usually includes five phases: take-off, climb,180

cruise, loiter, and landing. Energy quotas can be defined corresponding to each of these phases based on181

basic flight mechanics equilibrium considerations. For a sport or training aircraft, the large majority of the182

energy on board is needed to cover the climb, cruise and loiter phases (Riboldi and Gualdoni 2016; Riboldi183

et al. 2018; Riboldi 2018). For a hybrid-electric aircraft, the energy to be stored on board as HC fuel and in184
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batteries, respectively, has to be determined based on the energy management strategy for the flight profile.185

It should be noted that, as the present paper is not centered on the topic of designing a power management186

system, the presented procedure does not consider the characteristics of the energy management strategy as187

design parameters to be tuned, but assumes a specified strategy defined from the start and kept constant188

during the iterations. A more complex approach, including optimal energy management determination, may189

be developed along the lines presented in (Riboldi 2018; Rossi et al. 2018; Trainelli et al. 2019b)190

To provide a quick example of the effect of the choice of a power management strategy on the computations191

of interest here, it suffices to remember that for a serial-hybrid the ICE is used to provide electric power,192

which supplies an EM used for propulsion. Therefore, a larger amount of HC fuel would ensure a generally193

longer range and endurance, whereas a larger amount of batteries would provide a similar increase in flight194

performance, without the need to switch on the ICE. When public acceptance is at a premium, as it is often195

the case for smaller aircraft operating from local airport in crowded areas, the ability to take-off and climb in196

fully electric mode – i.e. without the need to burn HC fuel – is of great interest. To this end, the amount of197

electric energy may be sized up to cover take-off and climb, at least to a transition altitude where the noise198

and chemical emissions produced by the ICE are no more a crucial issue. On the other hand, fuel tanks will199

be sized to allow powering the desired cruising and loiter phases, which are flown at higher altitudes, where200

again constraints on keeping the ICE running do not apply.201

Once the flight profile and the corresponding energy management strategy have been determined, com-202

putations of the needed energy quotas can be carried out for all considered phases of flight (Riboldi and203

Gualdoni 2016; Riboldi et al. 2018; Riboldi 2018). All computations refer to an assigned value of Wto and204

Sref, where the first is guessed and the second is computed from the first, based on the choice of the design205

point on the SMP.206

It should be noted that this part of the procedure is used to size the needed energy amounts Ef and Ee of207

the fuel and batteries, respectively, as well as the required propulsive power, from which the needed electric208

power supply Pe can be obtained. Fuel weight can be computed from fuel energy, whereas the weight of209

the batteries needs to be split between structural and conventional batteries. Therefore, this energy analysis210

produces a quantitative definition of fuel weight Wf and electric energy Ee to be stored in the total battery211

pack.212
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Option ID Use of SB Use of CFRP
1 None All components
2 Lower panels Stringers, upper panels
3 Lower stringers, lower panels Upper stringers, upper panels
4 Lower stringers, all panels Upper stringers
5 All panels All stringers
6 All stringers All panels
7 All components None

TABLE 4. Structural configuration alternatives for preliminary wing weight sizing.

Structural configuration213

In order to determine the amount of SB to be stored on board, a selection procedure is proposed based on214

the analysis of some candidate structural configurations. In particular, while the use of SB in the fuselage does215

not raise particular issues bound to stress limits, due to their comparatively limited aerodynamic loading,216

the specific load resistance of SB is a primary matter of concern when it comes to place them in the wings.217

Based on a straightforward hypothesis on the construction of the wing section, a series of wing structure218

options can be analyzed, where the share of SB over standard composite is progressively incremented. To this219

aim, a semi-monocoque construction can be typically adopted, arranged to constitute a close section. The220

wing can be preliminarily sized using a method proposed by Gudmundsson (Gudmundsson 2013), adjusted221

for this application. The method allows to estimate the size of the spar caps, the spar web and the thickness222

of the panels in a closed form. The relative chordwise extension of the structural section can be assigned223

with respect to the mean aerodynamic chord of the wing, which can be computed from the aspect ratio λ224

and current value of the wing reference surface Sref.225

Table 4 lists seven proposed options. It is possible to notice that the first option is a configuration where226

the wing is totally made of standard CFRP, whereas to the opposite in the last option considered where227

the whole wing structure is made of SB. Not all possible combinations have been taken into account. In228

particular, considering the limited performance of SB under compression forces, due to the poor mechanical229

properties of the matrix (Snyder et al. 2016), a configuration with the upper wing panels and stringers made230

with SB was not considered.231

More in general, the limited properties under compression, as well as the need to replace the structural232

batteries when these approach the end of their lifetime, limits the adoption of SB in components like the233

upper panels and stringers in the wings, whereas the latter suggests the use of this material only in the most234

accessible parts of the aircraft.235
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Besides SB, CFRP composites can be considered for the rest of the structure, whereas steel can be used236

for junctions, representing only a residual component of the structural weight. The choice of this particular237

composites is reasonable due their adoption for the most recent designs in the GA field, in turn resulting from238

their good mechanical characteristics in spite of a slightly higher cost with respect to Glass Fiber Reinforced239

Polymers (Botelho et al. 2006). Furthermore, such higher cost is also expected to decrease over the years (Rao240

et al. 2015).241

From a technological point of view, SB are assembled with alternate plies of carbon fibers coated in242

an electrolyte matrix and cathodic material, which ensure the desired energy storage capabilities (Asp and243

Greenhalgh 2014). Currently no SB has reached a sufficient maturity to be tested on-board. The assumption244

that the structural batteries could provide a compression and shear strength roughly half that of a composite245

material of similar thickness and power/energy density half that of a Li-ion battery would be a conservative246

choice. As a result of the inclusion of cathodic plies, SB feature a higher weight density than typical CFRP.247

Numerical values for the basic properties of the CFRP are compared to those adopted for SB in Table 3 in248

the example presented in Section 1.249

Components made of composite materials like CFRP and SB can be reinforced with a core featuring250

specific characteristics. For aeronautical applications, besides the structural resistance and low weight, also251

flame resistance and limited change of these properties with respect to temperature are of interest. A family252

of materials which can be used for the composite core and bearing these characteristics is that of Nomex253

honeycomb. Composite panels or stringers filled with this core can be made thinner while keeping their254

resistance, and they are therefore more weight efficient.255

The sizing of the structure components of the wing for each assigned option can been carried out consid-256

ering an elliptical lift distribution over the wing span. The intensity of the lifting force is determined based257

on certification limits on the normal load factor. Safety factors can be similarly set according to the standard258

rules for certification. Stress limit criteria for composite materials can be safely applied also to the case of259

SB (Senokos et al. 2018). The result of the sizing process comes in terms of minimum area values for the260

stringers and the thickness of the panels capable of sustaining the imposed loads, while keeping within the261

limits imposed by certification constraints.262

As a result of the structural computation, it is possible to evaluate the total volume of the wing structure263

and the corresponding weight. Considering all configurations, this computation will yield a different weight264

share of SB vs. standard structural components for each of them. This share can be applied at this level also265

to the fuselage and empennages, and in general to the weight of all components which can be manufactured266
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in SB. This yields a total value of SB weight Wsb, and correspondingly a total weight of the conventional267

structure Wcs with no energy storage capability.268

Finally, the weight Wcb of the conventional battery pack can be determined to meet the requirement of269

electric energy and power which is not assured by the SB. In analytic terms,270

Wcb = max

{
Ee − Esb

eb
,
Pe − Psb

pb

}
, (2)271

where Psb and Esb are the power made available and energy stored in the SB, and are proportional to the272

weight of the SB. More than one conventional battery technology can be considered, and that which is capable273

of minimizing the weight Wcb in Eq. 2 may be selected. Every conventional battery technology is associated274

to a corresponding value of eb and pb, which are therefore inherently bound to each other.275

It shall be remarked that the optimal problem presented in Eq. 2 may produce unstable results over the276

iterations of the design loop displayed in Fig. 3. As a matter of fact, no such issues have shown up in practice,277

possibly as a result of the slight changes encountered by the quantities appearing in Eq. 2 over in the iterative278

design process.279

When the weight of conventional structures and both the structural and conventional battery weights are280

known, the choice of the winning structural configuration can be carried out based on the selection of the281

lowest overall weight, i.e. the optimal design corresponds to the lowest value of the sum (Wcs +Wsb +Wcb).282

Empty weight estimation283

In order to compute the overall take-off weight Wto corresponding to the optimal configuration, it is284

necessary to know the residual weightWns of the non-structural components of the airframe, usually accounted285

for in the empty weight – e.g. power plant, on-board systems, landing gear, etc. The overall empty weight286

W ′e, taking into account also the weight of the structure and propulsion system for standard aircraft with no287

SB, is typically bound to Wto by means of a statistical regression valid for an assigned aircraft category – i.e.288

aircraft with a similar mission and weight. This comes in the usual logarithmic form proposed by Roskam,289

log(W ′e) = A+B log(Wto) (Roskam 2003).290

Clearly, this computation leads directly to an estimate of W ′e from a guess of Wto. The weight of the291

structure of a standard aircraft without SB needs to be separated from the rest of the empty weight. In other292

words, the empty weight W
′

e can be decomposed into293

W ′e = Wns +Wss. (3)294
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where Wss is the weight of the structure in a standard design with no SB (Roskam 2003).295

To the aim of updating the maximum take-off weight of the aircraft as required by the design procedure,296

a statistical regression of the weight of the structure in a standard design Wss with respect to the empty297

weight W ′e was derived. The regression data have been obtained from the structural weight of existing GA298

aircraft. The structural weight for aircraft in a class may be gathered from data by Roskam (Appendix A, part299

V (Roskam 2003)). Alternatively, class II estimation rules proposed by Roskam can be adopted to provide an300

estimation of the structural weight of the different parts of the structure of more recent GA aircraft, drawing301

a value for Wss based on its components.302

Once built up, this regressive law allows to estimate Wss from the value of W ′e. This in turn allows to303

compute Wns from Eq. 3.304

Updating the take-off weight and closing the weight sizing loop305

Once the value of all components of the take-off weight has been guessed, it is possible to update its306

value, adding also the payload component Wpl based on the definition in Equation 1. Consequently, also the307

reference surface Sref will be updated to a new value, based on the selected wing loading Wto/Sref.308

The procedure can be stopped based on an analysis of the evolution of Wto. The exit condition for the309

loop shall be set so that a minimum change of Wto, such as 1%, is necessary to continue running the cycle.310

Based on experiments with several initial guesses, structural configurations, and SMP constraints, it can311

be said that the procedure is stable and converges to a solution when all parameters are set to values with312

a reasonable physical meaning. On the other hand, as a result of extreme values of the parameters, the313

solution may converge to unrealistic weight solutions. This is not dissimilar though from the outcome of most314

automatable preliminary design procedures for standard aircraft, hence not inherent to the use of SB.315

DETAILED STRUCTURAL SIZING316

Among the weight components in Eq. 1, the weight of the structure Wcs and of the SB Wsb should be317

met by means of a dedicated structural design procedure. An illustration of the proposed design procedure318

is presented in Figure 4. Besides the geometrical constraints and a desired weight of SB ensuing from the319

preliminary sizing, a desired range for the longitudinal positioning of the center of gravity is also imposed for320

stability. The whole sizing procedure is iterated based on the satisfaction of the latter.321

A complete stick model of the aircraft is assembled based on the weight distribution and aerodynamic322

characteristics from the preliminary design (Szabo and Babuska 1991), and subjected to a full array of design323

load cases as prescribed by CS 23 (Various Authors 2015). The loads on the most stressed components of the324
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FIG. 4. Structural sizing flowchart.

structure are evaluated, including shear, bending and torsional moments, providing the input for the sizing325

process of the sections. In order to achieve good accuracy in the computation of loads, for the aero-elastic326

response of the aircraft in this phase it is possible to adopt a description of the CFRP (not of the SB) based327

on the model of ` black aluminium’, i.e. an isotropic material with weight and stiffness properties mostly328

resembling those of the original composite material. This material is used for the fuselage, wing and tail,329

which will be manufactured in composite materials, either CFRP or SB.330

The design of the structure is based on dividing the entire aircraft into partitions. In particular, for a331

GA aircraft it can be assumed that the half-wing and fuselage are divided into three partitions each, and332

the horizontal and vertical tail account for one partition each. The choice of the number of partitions is333

the result of a trade-off between the accuracy of the structural description and the computational cost. The334

characteristic section of each partition is modeled based on the usual semi-monocoque beam theory.335
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Structural arrangement of specific sections336

Before proceeding with the sizing of the critical sections, the proposed procedure calls for a preliminary337

description of the main characteristic of the typical section of each partition of the structure. Assuming the338

partitioning of the aircraft structure presented above, typical of a GA aircraft, the layout of the fuselage and339

wing section needs to be specified.340

The fuselage of modern GA aircraft is typically made of composite sandwich, easing the structural design341

and the manufacturing process thanks to the removal of all frames (Botelho et al. 2006). When SB are342

considered in the design, they can be placed also in the fuselage. This was already taken into account in the343

preliminary weight sizing. A core layer can be included between the carbon fiber layers to increase buckling344

critical loads. For this type of aircraft the fuselage section typically features a regular curvature – circular345

or oval – and can be modeled based on a proper number of panels according to the monocoque model. If346

structurally significant, the cabin floor can be modeled as a single additional panel made of CFRP sandwich347

with a reinforcing core, jointed with hinges to the external section, thus only transferring inertial forces due348

to the weight of the part of the on-board equipment anchored to the floor of the aircraft.349

At the adopted level of detail, the presence of openings and doors in the composite structure can be taken350

into account by imposing a weight penalty on the overall structure. This is representative of the presence of351

reinforcements as required by discontinuities in the structure.352

The structure of the wing can be considered as composed of a single cell box featuring a front and a rear353

spar. Both the panels and reinforcing stringers can be made of composite material, either standard CFRP354

or SB. Concerning SB, the existing specimens have been assembled as standard laminates. Besides this355

technological solution, a sandwich constructions with SB and a Nomex honeycomb filler has been envisaged356

in the present work, to increase bending stiffness of SB panels, so as to improve buckling characteristics.357

Nomex honeycomb can be used as a filler also for the stringers, to increase the shear-supporting area without358

dramatically increasing weight, and to have better flame resistance performance. Ω-shaped stringers are359

typically adopted for this type of structure on smaller aircraft, as they are especially suited for filling thanks360

to their shape. Due to its critical function on aerodynamic performance, the leading edge of the wing profile361

will be manufactured in a composite sandwich with a core layer, thus increasing its stiffness. As usual for362

classic wing structures, ribs can be modeled as plates loaded on the edges, being responsible for transferring363

shear loads due to the spanwise aerodynamic force distribution to the wing box.364

The same sectional layout of the wing is adopted also for the horizontal and vertical stabilizers. All365

control surfaces are made of CFRP and not of SB, in consideration of potential difficulties in linking these366
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parts to the on-board electrical plant, especially due to their small size hampering accessibility and internal367

allowances.368

Optimal sizing of the critical sections369

Partitions in the fuselage, wing and tail are sized independently to the aim of minimizing the weight of370

the corresponding parts of the airframe, following an optimal approach. The variables of the optimization371

process are different for each considered major part of the airframe (fuselage, wings, empennages), on account372

of the specific shape of the corresponding section. Clearly, the variables reflect the materials chosen for373

manufacturing each of those parts. As shown on the scheme in Figure 4, the choice of materials is not made374

inside the optimization loop. Therefore, for each part of the airframe, several different optimization problems375

are solved, based on as many corresponding choices of the materials for the structural components (panels,376

stringers,...) considered in the characteristic section of that airframe part.377

The optimization variables corresponding to the different types of partitions considered are specified in378

the following. For the fuselage partitions, the considered variables defining the geometry are the number of379

plies used in the upper, lower and lateral composite panels respectively, plus the thickness of the sandwich380

core. This yields 12 variables when optimizing together the three fuselage partitions.381

For the wing partitions, the optimization variables are the number of plies in the upper and lower panels382

and stringers respectively (2 variables), the number, thickness and sectional area of upper and lower stringers383

respectively (6 variables), the number of plies and the width of the spar webs, the number of plies in the spar384

caps, the number of ribs and of the plies in each rib. The total number of variables for each wing partition385

totals 13, yielding 39 optimization variables for a three-partitioned wing.386

In order to reduce the size of the problem, some a priori constraints are imposed to the structure, resulting387

in a lighter numerical optimization process. The number of plies in the panels and stringers of the wing box388

can be set equal for the upper and lower components respectively, on account of a common practice allowing to389

reduce local stresses in the junction between these components. The sections of upper and lower wing stringers390

can be set equal, which may imply a reduced production complexity without a great loss of generality of the391

sectional model. Furthermore, by assuming that some structural components of the wing are uninterrupted,392

it can be that the width of the spar caps does not vary, whilst the number of stringers and the number of393

plies in the panels and spars does not increase from the root to the tip of the wing. This lowers the number394

of variables for the optimization of the wing to 18.395

Concerning the choice of materials, several combinations are considered for each part of the airframe.396
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Configuration Panels Floor
1 All CFRP CFRP CFRP
2 SB floor, CFRP CFRP SB
3 CFRP floor, SB SB CFRP
4 All SB SB SB

TABLE 5. Considered configurations of materials in fuselage.

Configuration Leading edge Lower panels Ribs Spars
1 All CFRP CFRP CFRP CFRP CFRP
2 SB l.e., CFRP SB CFRP CFRP CFRP
3 SB lower panels, CFRP CFRP SB CFRP CFRP
4 SB lower panels + l.e., CFRP SB SB CFRP CFRP
5 SB l.e. + ribs, CFRP SB CFRP SB CFRP
6 SB spars + ribs, CFRP CFRP CFRP SB SB
7 SB spars, CFRP CFRP CFRP CFRP SB
8 All SB SB SB SB SB

TABLE 6. Considered configurations of materials in wings.

These are listed in Tables 5 and 6. For the fuselage partitions, four options are assumed, where the structure397

is completely made of CFRP, all except the floor which is manufactured in SB, a third configuration which398

is the dual of the latter where all the structure is manufactured in SB except the floor in CFRP, and finally399

one where the whole structure is made of SB.400

For the wing partitions, again the extreme configurations are a structure made respectively of CFRP401

(number 1) or SB only (number 8). Other six options have been considered, featuring a different share of SB402

over CFRP. A first (number 2) with all the wing made of CFRP, except the leading edge, made of SB. Other403

two (numbers 3 and 4) are based on the lower panels and stringers made of SB. Lower panels are usually404

not compressed in flight, and recalling the relatively poor characteristics of this material under compression405

forces, this explains this configuration. The first of these two configurations features the leading edge made406

of SB too, the other the leading edge made of CFRP. The remaining three configurations (numbers 5 to 7)407

are conceived to test the advantage of adopting SB in the innermost structural components. In the first one,408

the leading edge and ribs are made of SB, in the second the whole wing is made of SB except the spars and409

ribs, made of CFRP as usual, and in the third one only the spars are made of SB.410

Tail partitions are analyzed under configurations similar to the wing, but recalling that the horizontal and411

vertical empennages account for one partition each, they are lighter to treat from a numerical point of view.412

The weight minimization process on each part of the airframe has to be constrained in order to guarantee413

the satisfaction of failure criteria on the corresponding structural component. In an optimization step, the414
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current values of the optimization parameters produce a complete sectional topology and size. With the415

assigned selection of materials for each component of the sections, it is possible to compute the stress acting416

on that component, based on the usual semi-monocoque model. Failure of the composite laminates can be417

first checked with respect to the Tsai-Hill criterion (Hill 1950; Tsai and Wu 1971). Wing panels and ribs can418

be checked for buckling (Lekhnitskii 1968), whereas composite stringers can be checked for both crippling419

(Needham method) and Euler buckling (Bruhn 1973). Further failure criteria may include those for wrinkling420

and crimpling on the composite sandwich panels (Allen 1969). For the fuselage, buckling instability criteria421

for composite cylinders under compression, torsion and bending loads can be applied (Wang and Santo 1953).422

The weight of the partitions in the fuselage wing and tail is minimized independently from the partitions in423

another part of the airframe. The optimization can be carried out through a genetic algorithm. This generally424

more computationally expensive method is needed due to the potentially poorly convexity of the merit function425

with respect to the parameters, leading to a potentially high number of local minima. In this scenario, the426

direct application of the failure criteria as constraints would lead to a very irregular behavior of the space of427

feasible solutions, thus further slowing convergence to a global optimum. An unconstrained optimization with428

a penalty method is more suited in this scenario. With this approach the weight of the structure is artificially429

increased, with a penalty computed based on the severity of the failure of the components in the partition,430

analyzed under the criteria mentioned above. Clearly, this approach will bear a optimum not necessarily431

compliant with the failure criteria. Therefore, after reaching an optimal configuration, a final check of the432

solution with respect to the failure criteria will be necessary.433

Once the weight of all the airframe parts have been optimized for all considered combinations of structural434

materials, it is possible to complete the structural design by assembling the optimal solutions for each airframe435

part in such a way to obtain the minimum overall weight of the structure with a share of structural battery436

sufficient to comply with the weight requirement coming from the preliminary weight sizing.437

The detailed design of the structure enables a precise estimation of the center of gravity (CG), provided438

all other weights have been localized with respect to the geometry – something which is required at the level439

of the synthesis of the stick model to accurately account for inertial loads. The positioning of the CG may440

be checked with respect to maneuverability and controllability criteria. In case the resulting qualities are not441

satisfactory, the geometry and weight positioning may be altered, thus triggering a further structural design442

loop.443

If, at the end of the optimization, no solution exists capable of satisfying the requirement on SB weight,444

or the advantage with respect to a configuration with no SB is negligible, this may indicate the performance445
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of the adopted materials, including SB, is too poor for the required mission specifications.446

HYBRIS CASE STUDY447

An application of the proposed procedures for the preliminary weight sizing and structural sizing of a light448

aircraft with SB is represented by the award-winning design project Hybris (Bernasconi et al. 2017). The449

project ranked first in the open competition launched by the Royal Aeronautical Society in 2016 to the aim450

of promoting brand-new ideas towards the renewal of the aging GA fleet, especially in the United Kingdom.451

The requirements for this aircraft were set according to the results of interviews with a wide variety of452

potential customers, both private owners or flight schools and aero clubs. Looking at the degree of satisfaction453

with respect to the aircraft models currently in the GA fleet in terms of flight performance, operation and454

maintenance costs, as well as other features, the adopted configuration is that of a four-seater with a low455

wing and a usual tricycle retractable landing gear. The serial hybrid-electric propulsion system features a456

single tractor propeller. Figure 5 shows the outer appearance of the Hybris.457

FIG. 5. Hybris three-view with rendering (all values in meters).

Preliminary weight sizing458

The desired performance and design flight profile emerging from the preliminary study are presented in459

Table 8 and Figure 6, respectively. The proposed flight profiles are a traditional cross-country mission, and a460
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training mission as well. The ceiling and cruising altitude are not very high for the category, on account of the461

relatively low peaks in the orography of the United Kingdom. The propulsion system is serial hybrid-electric,462

where a single main ICE installed in the back of the cabin is used to provide electric power to drive the463

EM and/or recharge the batteries. The power management profile features terminal maneuvers in all-electric464

mode. Above 3,000 ft the ICE is switched on, whereas it is not used otherwise, to save on noise and pollutant465

emissions around departure and destination airfields and while flying close to the ground.466

Requirement Value
Vst 31.4 m/s
Lto 450 m
Llnd 400 m
Vv 5.2 m/s
VvOEI 0.84 m/s
Vcruise 77 m/s

TABLE 7. Hybris performance requirements for the sizing matrix plot.

Requirement Value
Rcr 925 km
Vcr 77 m/s
hcr 2 440 m
hceil 3 000 − 4 500 m

Occupants 3 + pilot

TABLE 8. Hybris main mission requirements.

(a) (b)

FIG. 6. Hybris design flight profile. (a) Cross-country mission. (b) Training mission.

As mentioned above, the preliminary weight sizing can be carried out starting from the SMP of the467

aircraft. Pertinent regulations are EASA CS 23. Take-off and landing distances, stall speed and climb rate468

of competing aircraft already in use have been taken into account in the formulation of the SMP constraints.469
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Table 7 highlights the considered performance minima to be satisfied. The resulting SMP is presented in470

Figure 7, where the performance curves account for a polar of the aircraft which has been computed based471

on the procedures by Roskam (Roskam 2003) for the assumed configuration and level of technology. The472

corresponding values are seen in Table 9. It is noteworthy that a value of aspect ratio λ needs to be guessed473

at this level. Once also the reference wing area Sref is assigned, these lead to specific values for wing span and474

mean aerodynamic chord length. Looking at Figure 7, the requirements bound to the cross-country mission475

profile turned out to be more stringent than those from the training profile (Figure 6). Furthermore, for a476

preliminary analysis, also the OEI climb requirement has been accounted for, so as to keep a multi-engine477

configuration among the possible design solutions.478

Configuration Clean Take–off Landing
CD0

0.02 0.026 0.026
CL,max 1.4 1.6 1.9
e 0.85
λ 9.0

TABLE 9. Hybris guessed polar coefficients.

FIG. 7. Hybris sizing matrix plot.

The selected design point allows to minimize required power and surface for an assigned weight. The479

choice of a point further left on the plot, corresponding to a larger wing area and correspondingly more480

SB, was discarded in favor of a more conservative design. This was due to the uncertainties related to SB481

technology in terms of energy storage efficiency, which might translate into too high a SB weight, when used482

to assemble a larger wing.483
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The coefficients A and B of the regression log(W
′

e) = A+B log(Wto) can be computed based on the data484

of the already flying competitors.485

Concerning the structure, at this level a single cell was considered and analyzed using a method proposed486

by Gudmundsson (Gudmundsson 2013), adjusted for this application. The spar and the panels were verified487

with respect to CS 23 stress limits. SB were treated as composites from a structural modeling viewpoint, as488

proposed by Wetzel (Wong et al. 2007).489

Seven wing configurations were analyzed at this stage with different choices of materials (listed in Table 4490

and described in Section 3). It is remarked that, due to the generally poor behavior of SB under compression,491

this material was not used in the upper panels and stringers.492

As previously explained, the computation of the weight of the conventional batteries can be performed493

when the weight of the SB is known, i.e. following the computation of the weight of the structure for a guessed494

configuration of the materials. To allow using Eq. 2, it is necessary to know the energy and power density of495

conventional batteries. In order to obtain the minimum possible weight of the battery, many battery types496

have been considered, each with an energy density eb and a power density pb.497

The energy and power needed come from the assigned mission profile and power management profile.498

Power and energy losses in the cables and ancillary systems have been considered adding a 5% increase on499

required power and a 25% increase on required energy.500

The technology yielding the minimum Wcb from Eq. 2 was be selected. The corresponding values of501

energy and power density for both SB and conventional batteries are reported in Table 2.502

Following the sizing methodology previously described and presented in Figure 3, after some iterations503

convergence is obtained. Table 10 lists the resulting weight, geometry and power characteristics of the504

considered design point.505

Specifications Value
Wcb 35 kgf
Wsb 109 kgf
Wcs 129 kgf
Wns 611 kgf
Wf 76 kgf
Wpl 300 kgf
Wto 1 260 kgf
Pb 218 kW
Sref 11.2 m2

TABLE 10. Hybris design weight breakdown.
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Structural sizing506

The design of the structure was carried out in accordance with the procedure presented above. The507

composite materials considered are CFRP and SB using Poly-Acrylo-Nitrile (PAN) carbon fibers, which508

feature better Li-ion storage capabilities, at the cost of a tensile strength lower than other carbon fibers509

commonly employed on airframes. Table 3 lists the basic characteristics of the composite materials considered510

for this design.511

As previously highlighted, a material typically used as a core in sandwich composites is the Nomex512

honeycomb. The properties of HexWeb HRH10-4.8-96 have been used in structural computations.513

The stick model of the aircraft was assembled in Nastran. The external sizing was determined based on514

the aerodynamic design of the aircraft, documented in (Bernasconi et al. 2017), whereas the thickness of the515

sections was set in order to comply with the weight computations completed in the preliminary design phase.516

The material used in this phase is black aluminium, an isotropic material bearing structural characteristics517

comparable to those of the adopted composites (Liu et al. 2009; Snyder et al. 2007). The stick model was518

subjected to the conditions prescribed by EASA CS 23 (book 1 part C).519

The load envelopes determined using the stick model were used to size the critical sections. As shown520

in Fig. 8, the fuselage and each half wing was modeled in three partitions, the horizontal and vertical tail521

assemblies accounted for one partition each. The materials configurations already introduced were considered522

for the critical sections.523

FIG. 8. Partitions of wing, fuselage and empennages.

The independent optimization of the main parts of the airframe led to the results in Tables 11, 12, and 13.524

The optimization was carried using the genetic algorithm in the Global Optimization Tool of Matlab. Figure 9525
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shows the corresponding Nastran structural and aerodynamic models (the latter based on the code built-in526

vortex-lattice method).527

(a) (b) (c)

FIG. 9. Hybris Nastran modelling. (a) Beams and masses. (b) Beams with cross sections. (c) Aerody-
namic lattice.

Fuselage partition Configuration Total [kgf] SB [kgf]
1 All CFRP 71.03 0.00
2 SB floor, CFRP 78.58 9.77
3 CFRP floor, SB 92.68 61.25
4 All SB 100.23 75.91

TABLE 11. Hybris optimal structural weight results for the fuselage, with different configurations of
materials.

Wing partition Configuration Total [kgf] SB [kgf]
1 All CFRP 111.50 0.00
2 SB leading edge, CFRP 114.47 8.40
3 SB lower panels, CFRP 121.97 39.07
4 SB lower panels + leading edge, CFRP 124.94 47.47

TABLE 12. Hybris optimal wing structural weight results with different material configurations.

Empennage Total [kgf] SB [kgf]
Horizontal tail 12.33 0.00

Vertical tail 7.87 0.00

TABLE 13. Hybris optimal empennage structural weight results with different material configurations.

According to the scheme in Figure 3, the final combination of Tables 11, 12, and 13 was selected in order to528

obtain the minimum structural weight while assuring the required weight of SB. The configurations featuring529

a lower use of SB were analyzed first. More configurations were studied until the minimum weight of SB from530

the preliminary design was obtained.531
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Considering the wing, by proceeding in the analysis of the configurations in the order proposed in Table 12,532

when a satisfactory combination was found the analysis was stopped. Indeed, a higher share of components533

made of SB would raise their weight above the design target obtained from preliminary weight sizing. For534

this reason, comparing the cases reported introduced in Table 6 and those reported in Table 12, it can be535

noted that several configurations for the wing and empennages were not actually studied.536

As seen in Table 13, the empennages were considered to be entirely made of CFRP, avoiding to consider537

combined CFRP and SB, for the sake of simplicity and on account of their relative small size and corresponding538

contribution to energy storage. Also, having reached the target weight for SB by adopting them for the539

fuselage and parts of the wing, their use in the tail was not needed.540

The final optimal solution is presented in Table 14.541

Part Configuration
Fuselage CFRP floor, SB

Wing SB lower panels + leading edge, CFRP
HT CFRP
VT CFRP

TABLE 14. Hybris optimal structural design configuration.

FIG. 10. Use of materials in the Hybris airframe.

A sketch of the adopted configuration of materials is presented in Figure 10. While apparent that CFRP542

has been adopted for all the empennages, it is also noteworthy that the the fuselage is mostly made of SB,543

with the floor panel (not visible from the sketch in Figure 10) made of CFRP as specified in Table 14. The544

lower panels of the wing are made of SB, whereas as from Table 14 the rest of the wing structure is made545

of CFRP. Figure 11 shows a typical wing section. This is an exemplar outcome of the optimization process,546

where the number of stringers as well as the thickness of panels and areas of the stringers are computed547
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FIG. 11. Wing root section in the Hybris optimal configuration.

FIG. 12. Rib arrangement in the Hybris optimal configuration.

to sustain all design load cases, while at the same time assuring minimum weight, taking into account the548

materials adopted for each component. Similarly, Figure 12 shows the arrangement of the ribs resulting from549

the optimization, both for the wings and the empennages.550

Table 15 shows the final results concerning the total weight of SB, the total weight of the airframe551

structure, and the design maximum take-off weight for the Hybris. Of the total structural weight, 45% is552

made of SB, while the rest consists in conventional CFRP.553
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Weight Value [kgf] Fraction of Wto

SB weight 109 8.6 %
Total structure weight 238 18.9 %
Design take-off weight 1,265 100.0 %

TABLE 15. Hybris optimal structural design configuration.

Considering two candidate designs with the same MTOW, one using classic Al-alloy for the airframe and554

the other traditional composites, weight savings of 61.2 kg and 18.9 kg, respectively, are achieved. This555

translates in a percentage savings of 17.8% and 5.9%, respectively, compared to the weight of battery and556

structure, and of 5.1% and 1.5% with respect to MTOW. It should be remarked that this figure is due to the557

very conservative assumptions made on the actual technology level of SB, i.e. the 0.5 safety factor imposed558

on energy density figures with respect to evolution projections based on data found in literature (Asp and559

Greenhalgh 2014; Ekstedt et al. 2010).560

CONCLUSION561

A novel procedure for the sizing of an aircraft employing the innovative technology of structural batteries562

(SB) in its airframe has been introduced. SB are a promising technology allowing to store electric energy563

while being capable of sustaining significant loads. The chance to laminate SB in curved panels and small-564

section stringers allows to deploy this material in key areas of the aircraft structure, today manufactured in565

conventional composite materials. To the authors’ knowledge, this is the first attempt to consider SB in the566

structural design of an airplane, providing a methology to determine its preliminary weight sizing and its567

structural configuration and sizing.568

The proposed sizing methodology features two major stages. In the preliminary weight sizing stage, the569

weight of structural batteries necessary to sustain certification loads is computed together with all other major570

weight components in an iterative fashion, based on some assumptions concerning the adoption of a share571

of SB in a series of considered structure configurations. Thanks to the adopted sizing criteria, the battery572

weight – including a significant share of SB – obtained from this computation is such to satisfy energy and573

power requirements from the mission profile. These may reflect the choice of a all-electric or hybrid-electric574

power source, thus yielding a potentially broader applicability of the considered procedure with respect to575

the design example presented herein.576

The weight of SB from this stage represents a target value for the second stage of the sizing procedure. Here577

the structure of the section of the fuselage, wing and empennages, suitably partitioned to take into account578

non-uniform structural characteristics along their respective lengths, is optimized considering a number of579
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geometric parameters. These include the thickness of the panels, areas of stringers, and their corresponding580

number. Multiple optimization runs are performed on the section of each main part of the airframe, each581

based on a hypothesized construction material for the components of the section. The optimization targets582

the overall weight, with constraints to assure the satisfaction of structural integrity criteria.583

It may be remarked that the procedure bends itself to a looping algorithm, where the final weight con-584

figuration can be used to update the preliminary estimation of the weight components (especially the empty585

weight), as usual in aircraft design procedures for more conventional structural configurations.586

A realistic application of the proposed procedure has been presented through the results of the award-587

winning project Hybris, a GA aircraft with serial hybrid-electric propulsion. The results demonstrate the588

applicability and functionality of the procedure in both the stages envisaged, which yield realistic results589

in line with typical weight values and structure configurations of today’s aircraft with comparable weight590

and mission. Compared to a design where SB are not considered, the modest weight advantage provided591

by the adoption of SB instead of conventional CFRP obtained in the presented case is the result of a very592

conservative approach, where significant safety margins are assumed on the performance of SB, which are593

today still in an experimental stage. It is expected that when a better performance of SB would be safely594

assumed, the results will show a substantial improvement over a conventional composite design.595

Naturally, the possible introduction of SB in airframes shall pose further important problems, such as596

those related to safety, on-board integration, maintenance, and cost. This is clearly beyond the scope of the597

present work, which may prove helpful in order to assess the general feasibility and possible advantages of598

SB adoption in aeronautics, justifying further studies, once significant improvements, especially in terms of599

environmental sustainability, are predicted.600
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Nomenclature613

CFRP Carbon Fiber Reinforced Polymer614

GA General Aviation615

HC Hydro-Carbon616

HT Horizontal Tail617

ICE Internal Combustion Engine618

LSA Light Sport Aircraft619

SB Structural Batteries620

SMP Sizing Matrix Plot621

VT Vertical Tail622
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